ARCHITECTS selected for much-anticipated Pershing renovations, building might be partially rebuilt, gain entryway from Franklin Street


Pershing Building will receive an update because of money from Gov. Matt Blunt's Ledin and Chivetta. Space in the Pershing helps meeting needs and also accommodates much more of campus life, Minner said. ‘This is going to be a good thing for our campus,’” said Gabel of Hastings and Chivetta. 


He’s for Hillary


Results from the SIRB project indicated that students were overwhelmingly in favor of Barack Obama. While not all students were aware of the survey, 177 votes were tallied. Democratic-leaning students supported Obama over other candidates. Students who were aware of the survey also supported Obama. Students who were aware of the survey also supported Obama. Students who were aware of the survey also supported Obama. Students who were aware of the survey also supported Obama. Students who were aware of the survey also supported Obama. Students who were aware of the survey also supported Obama. Students who were aware of the survey also supported Obama.


FLU Health Center asks professors to relax attendance
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